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Central entities are holders of data upon which societies rely

Those entities function on the foundation of Trust
With centralisation of data, some risks are inherent --

Data might be used in ways users didn’t expect or agree
Can Blockchain help?
By its nature, exciting Blockchain applications will be built by entrepreneurs.
Two examples...
1) Food Integrity

Walimai

Safe retail channels for buying consumer products
2) Proof of Identity

1.1b people WW without identity

40% are children
Vaccination in Children

- One Dose: 95%
- Registered: 71%
- Fully Immunised: 37%
AID:Tech delivers aid to Syrian refugees transparently using blockchain technology

How do we play a role?
Deep Tech Nexus Strategy

- Individuals
- Communities
- Networks
- Investing
- Company Building
- Physical Spaces

Human Capital

Investment Capital
Our Focus Areas

- Artificial Intelligence
- Blockchain
- MedTech
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